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Outline

● The work setup and validate the segment extrapolation method, and then apply it 
to analyze endcap RPC efficiency and other performance.  The slides mainly 
consist of 4 parts.

– Slide 3-4: the simHit method, which is used to provide a reference in MC environment So the later segment 
extrapolation could compare to a standard and do validation.

– Slide 5-8 : the segment extrapolate method, with segment match filter applied. Here the segment 
extrapolate method give a different result and efficiency is low. The explanation on why occupancy show 
oscillation and the muon-graphy lost illumination on some outer sub-ring are present.

Slide 9-10: with a backup slide 23. Further survey is taken to investigate why and where low efficiency event 
comes from.

– Slide 11-12: the segment extrapolation gets improved, which provides a cone selection. New algorithm 
represent the chamber efficiency in MC analysis, which match its reference value(95% by simHit method).

– Slide 13-22: data analysis with the final segment extrapolation method. several performance is shown. 

● The plots necessary for approval or have similar properties with already approved 
ones are index by a cloud symbol.

same properties
 with approved 

necessary 
for approval
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MC Result from simHit Method
(CMSSW415 DESIGN41XV0 muongun)

The Efficiencies for RE+1/R3/CH*/A chambers are shown, these efficiencies were obtained from 
simulation by searching for reconstructed RPC hits that matched simulated RPC hits coming from 
muons. The Left plot shows the efficiency of every single roll together with the number of simulated 
and reconstructed RPC hits. The right plot shows a muon-graphy of the rolls obtained by 
"illuminating" the rolls with simulated muons.

The result shows that the RPCs simulation is working well.
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RE+1/R3/CH*/B
RE+1/R3/CH*/C

RE+1/R3/CH*/B

RE+1/R3/CH*/C
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MC Result from Segment 
Extrapolation method

(CMSSW415 DESIGN41XV0 muongun)

The Efficiencies for RE+1/R3/CH*/A chambers are shown, these efficiencies were obtained from simulation 
by searching for reconstructed RPC hits that were pointed by a CSC segment coming from a muon. The Left 
plot shows the efficiency of every single chamber together with the number of simulated and reconstructed 
RPC hits. The oscillation seen on the number of reconstructed hits/segments, comes from different 
occupancy area on odd/even RPC surface, which is further introduced by the segment match filter applied on 
CSC chambers with different distance between stations. The right plot shows a muon-graphy of the rolls 
obtained by "illuminating" the rolls with simulated muons.

The result shows that segment extrapolation method still have some defect with the algorithm, and could not 
estimate the RPC performance correctly. Low efficiency comes from the low efficiency belt as shown from the 
right plot, which is caused by CSC anode measurement proved in later analysis. While efficiency oscillation 
comes from different occupancy area on odd/even rolls, which differ the ratio of high efficiency and low 
efficiency events.
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RE+1/R3/CH*/B
RE+1/R3/CH*/C

Segment match filter effect: From above the center 
height of RE+1/R3/CH*/B, the muon trajectories pass 
by station2 and/or do not leave a segment on ME+2 
CSC chambers within the segment match threshold. 
So the segment match filter will kick out those events 
and leave empty occupancy area on RE+1/R3/B and 
RE+1/R3/C RPCs.

station1 station2

RE1
rpc

Efficiency on roll B 
shows a heavier 
oscillation, since 
the difference on 
occupancy is also 
much higher than 
roll A.

RE+1/R3/CH*/B

RE+1/R3/CH*/C
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Compare on Odd and Even Rolls
plus different occupancy on Roll A 

and B

Top 2 plots: The efficiency distribution on individual RE+1/R3/CHX/A and RE+1/R3/CHX/B (X=1-2) Rolls obtained in MC with 
the segment extrapolation method. up: chamber number 1, down: chamber number 2; 1st column: Roll A, 2nd column: Roll B; 

The low efficiency region shows difference, which is proved to agree with the vertical distance between RPC chamber and 
CSC chamber which gives segments in the efficiency estimation. (that is the RPC and CSC on the same station.) (3 rd column 
plots)

CH01

CH02

Roll A

Roll A

Roll B

Roll B

RPC-CSC 
distance

RPC-CSC 
distance
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The Occupancy Oscillation
by Segment Match Filter

CSC
1

RPC
1

CSC
2

station1 station2

CSC
1

RPC
1

CSC
2

Even chamber:
The even CSC chambers 
in station 1 and station 2 
are more close. The less 
bending between 2 close 
segments could pass 
more events with the 
segment match filter. So 
even RPC gets more 
occupancy along the eta 
direction

Track bending is 
heavier between 
stations in higher 
eta region and 
could not pass 
the segment 
match filter

occupancy 
region

occupancy 
region

CH01

CH02

explains large oscillation on outer 
rings and roll B/C, while inner rings are 
always with full-fill occupancy

The result also shows odd and even number rolls have different occupancy distribution on surface. This is agree with the distance between CSC 
chambers with same segment numbering in current and next station. (that is CSC and CSC on different station)

CH01

CH02
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Compare Efficiency Distribution w.r.t 
Eta (1) 

Efficiency 2D distribution, on individual RPC Roll surface in RE+1/R3/*/A and w.r.t incident angle θ. 
Top: Left: simHit method, the result show a tidy distribution on incident angle;  Right: segment extrapolation method, without 
segment matching on next station. The result becomes scattered on incident angle, and low efficiency appears on top/bottom 
incident angle region(also corresponding to top/bottom region along strip length).
Bottom: the 1D distribution of efficiecny w.r.t incident theta, merged from 36 rolls. Left: simHit method; Right: segment 
extrapolation method, without segment matching on next station. The later shows a width spread on theta due to the CSC 
segment resolution on the same  direction.

simHit method Segment extrapolation 
method (wo filter)
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Compare Efficiency Distribution w.r.t 
Eta (2) 

Segment extrapolation method, with segment matching on next station. 
Left: Efficiency 2D distribution, on individual RPC Roll surface in RE+1/R3/*/A and w.r.t incident angle 
θ.  The matching filter out most heavily scattered events, but low efficiency still appears on top/bottom 
region with scattered distribution. 
Right: the 1D distribution of efficiecny w.r.t incident theta, merged from 36 rolls. Less spread than 
previous case without segment match filter, but still low valley on 2 edges from bins at 0.4 and 0.9.

Segment extrapolation 
method (with filter)
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MC Result from RPC Cone 
Improvement

cone parameter: angleφ=0.01, angleθ=-0.2

The Efficiencies for RE+1/R3/CH*/A chambers are shown, these efficiencies were obtained from 
simulation by searching for reconstructed RPC hits that were pointed by a CSC segment coming 
from a muon plus a cone filter algorithm, the cone filter algorithm estimates the impact position 
near the edge region and filters out possible fakes. The Left plot shows the efficiency of every 
single chamber together with the number of simulated and reconstructed RPC hits. The right plot 
shows a muon-graphy of the rolls obtained by "illuminating" the rolls with simulated muons.

The result shows that  the algorithm now could not estimate the RPC performance correctly.
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RE+1/R3/CH*/B
RE+1/R3/CH*/C

The upper occupancy come back since we disable the segment match 
filter for these roll B and roll C. so the occupancy on roll B from slide 5 is 
also suppressed.

necessary 
for approval

necessary 
for approval

RE+1/R3/CH*/B

RE+1/R3/CH*/C
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Results from Run147755@HV
=9500,TH=220mV

LumiRecord=515.250/nb

The Efficiencies for RE+1/R3/CH*/A chambers are shown, these efficiencies were obtained 
from data by searching for reconstructed rpc hits that were pointed by a CSC segment coming 
from a muon plus a cone filter algorithm, the cone filter algorithm estimates the impact position 
near the edge region and filters out possible fakes. The Left plot shows the efficiency of every 
single chamber together with the number of simulated and reconstructed RPC hits. The right 
plot shows a muon-graphy of the rolls obtained by "illuminating" the rolls with simulated muons. 

This plots were taken with a high voltage of 9500 V and a low voltage threshold of 220mV for 
the RPC rolls.

BadRolls:
CH04,14,19,25,33
SingleGapRolls:
CH19,33

mailto:Run147755@HV
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RE+1/R3/CH*/B
RE+1/R3/CH*/C

BadRolls:
CH14,19,25,33
SingleGapRolls:
CH19,33

BadRolls:
CH14,19,33
SingleGapRolls:
CH19,33 (25might 
be missing)

necessary 
for approval

necessary 
for approval

RE+1/R3/CH*/C

RE+1/R3/CH*/B
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Total efficiency for all endcap Rolls
HV=9500V, TH=220mV 

Total efficiency distribution for all rolls on endcap RPC system during runs with HV=9500, 
threshold=220mV. 

The result shows most endcap RPC rolls worked under good efficiency, a small number of low 
efficiency might come from omissions in blacklist record.  

same properties
 with approved? 

Approved plot 
for cross-check
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Muon Graph from 2010 Data Taking 

Muon radiography merged from 36 rolls. Left: RE+1/R2/CHX/A, right: RE+1/R2/CHX/B, X=1-36.

Data from all runs with condition HV=9500V, threshold=220mV. The large statistics provide a clear view 
of the relatively low efficiency spots, which correspond to the spacer inside RPC's gas gap structure.

The low efficiency region on RE+1/R2/CH*/B is not clear, might come from some mechanical objects.

Approved plot 
for cross-check

necessary 
for approval
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Run Scan for Endcap RPC in 2010 
Data

Run scan, the fluctuation trend agrees with the temperature and pressure parameter correction. Left: 
endcap RPC efficiency w.r.t runs. Right: endcap RPC cluster size w.r.t runs.  

Temperature and Pressure fluctuation as a parameter w.r.t different runs in 2010 data taking. The 
parameter is relate to effective HV which determine the RPC performance under environmental 
condition: HV_eff=HV*P0*T/T0*P.

necessary 
for approval

necessary 
for approval
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Cluster Size Distribution for Endcap 
RPC with HV=9500

Average Cluster size distribution for endcap RPC rolls during all runs with condition HV=9500, 
threshold=220mV.

same properties
 with approved? 

Approved plot 
for cross-check
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Cluster Size w.r.t Incident Angle

Correlation between average cluster size and incident angle, for RE+1/R3/CHX/B,x=1-36. Data from 
all runs with HV=9500, threshold=220mV.

Error bars correspond to the cluster size distribution within each bin range. Last few bins are with low 
statistics and are merged to a variable bin size.

necessary 
for approval

RE+1/R3/*/B

RE+1/R3/*/C

RE+1/R3/*/A
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Residual for Endcap RPC in 2010 
Data

Residual distribution for  RE+1/R2/CHX/B (left) and RE+1/R3/CHX/B (right), X=1-36, merged from all runs under HV=9500, 
threshold=220mV.

Expect RMS of residual, an approximation:

For RE+1/R2/*/B it is 1.361, difference might come from the non-evenly distributed occupancy on trapezoidal RPC surface. 

same properties
 with approved 

same properties
 with approved 

Approved plot 
for cross-check
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BX for Endcap RPC in 2010 Data

BX distribution for endcap RPC rolls, merged from all runs under HV=9500, threshold=220mV.

same properties
 with approved 

Approved plot 
for cross-check
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Backup: incident angle of true trajectory from top, 
center, bottom, above top and below bottom

RPCRPC RPCRPC

segment from true 
trajectory

incidence from CSC 
measurement

C+

C0

C-

T

T

T

RPCRPC RPCRPC

segment from  true 
trajectory

incidence from CSC 
measurement

Cc+

Cc0

Cc-

Tt

Tc

Tb

Tat

Tbb

Cb0

Cbb+

Cb+

Ct-

Ct0

Cat-

1.

2.

RPCRPC

incidence from CSC 
measurement

Cc+

Cc0

Cc-
Cb0

Cbb+

Cb+

Ct-

Ct0

Cat-

In theta view

The Cat- segment 
impact on lower theta 
region than Ct0, Cbb+ 
segment impact on 
higher theta region than 
Cb0. Ct0 and Cb0 are 
kept within the tight 
theta distribution. That 
means Cat- and Cbb+ 
correspond to the low 
efficiency region on the 
plot and they get 
reverse in theta view.

True 
trajectories 
get bias with 
CSC 
segments 
and spread 
into different 
theta region
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Backup: the impact status on RPC from different 
theta region

RPCRPC

incidence from CSC 
measurement: highest theta

Cc+

Cbb+

Ct-

Ct0

RPCRPC

incidence from CSC 
measurement: high theta

Incident angle 
increase

Incident angle 
decrease

Incident angle 
increase

Incident angle 
decrease

3. 4.

RPCRPC

incidence from CSC 
measurement: center theta

Cc0

Cb+

Ct-

Incident angle 
increase

Incident angle 
decrease

5.

Cbb+
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Backup: 2010 Data

All runs are list on the right, with conditions threshold=200mV and different HVs.

HV9500V+part 
of HV9550V

HV9550VHV9400V
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Backup: Bad Rolls and Single Gap 
Rolls
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RPC

How the RPC Cone Determine the 
Segment impaction

RPC RPC RPC

The projection of 
the cone cross the 
top/bottom edge of 
RPC roll: true 
impaction might be 
outside of roll, so 
this event is 
dropped

fired 
strip

impact 
strip

fired 
strip

impact 
strip

impact 
strip

fired 
strip

The projection of 
the cone is totally 
inside of the RPC 
roll: true impaction 
must be inside of 
roll, so this event is 
accepted

The projection of the cone 
cross the left/right edge of 
RPC roll: true impaction 
might be inside of this roll 
or the adjacent one, so this 
event is accepted, and 
fired strip searching is 
applied on both rolls

The efficiency 
estimation is another 
procedure which has no 
business with RPC 
cone. It always compare 
 the distance between 
impact position and 
fired strip to the 
acceptance window.

The RPC cone is 
used to estimate the 
impact possibility. 
And impact position 
is always provided by 
segment(cone axis) 
extrapolation on 
RPC surface

segment segment segment
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Efficiency Oscillation

CH01 CH02

Eff 95%

Low eff 60%

Eff 95%

Low eff 60%

Odd RPC roll has 80% 
distributed events with 
95% efficiency, and 
other 20% distributed 
events with 60% low 
efficiency. The average 
total efficiency is ~90%

Even RPC roll has 99% 
distributed events with 
95% efficiency, and 
other 1% distributed 
events with 60% low 
efficiency. The average 
total efficiency is ~94%

So this is why efficiency has 
an oscillation, since the 
efficiency belt width and 
occupancy distribution area 
different between the odd and 
even chambers.
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